Dear EEE (Especially CE) Students,

Kindly note that:
There are some COMP courses as offered by the Department of CS, which will have some specific subclass arrangement. For instance, COMP3278 (Intro. to Database Management Systems) – Subclass A is allocated for CS, Dec Analytics students whereas Subclass B is for BBAIS, CE, CDA, Dec Analytics, EEE, Minor, 2nd Major students. Another examples: COMP2123 (Programming Technologies and Tools) – Subclass A is allocated for CS students whereas Subclass C is for BBAIS, CE, CDA, Minor & 2nd Major students. For detail, please check the “CSIS courses (2017-18)” link at: http://www.cs.hku.hk/programme/courses-offered.jsp , as already available under our Enrolment webpage.

All CE/EEE students should strictly follow the subclass allocation scheme as clearly listed in the above URL.

However, for some individual students with timetable clash problems due to the subclass allocation, they should duly consult & seek the prior approvals from the Dept. of CSIS and also the respective Programme Director/Co-Director before submitting their completed add/drop form for our EEE Enrolment team to carefully consider & process.

Thank you for your kind attention!
Best regards,

EEE Enrolment Team

(Ms. Jenny Wong, Dr. S.C. Tan & Dr. V. Tam)